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Andrea’s suicide note was also revealed online. The contents detailed the 
night she had dinner with Bella. She did not suspect Bella at the beginning 
and even regarded her as her best friend. Andrea was terrified after being 
sexually assaulted, so she consulted Bella immediately to discuss the matter. 
She thought about calling the police, but Bella stopped her. 

Bella advised her not to call the police on the grounds that she was about to 
be signed on as an actor. She told Andrea that the casting directors would 
definitely rethink their choice if things came out, despite the fact that she was 
the victim. “I think you should wait till they sign the contract before calling the 
police,” she said. Andrea felt alone and helpless at the time. So, she had no 
choice but to trust her good friend, Bella. 

Andrea had nightmares every night about the torture she suffered. To add to 
the trauma, her private pictures were uploaded to the internet. Netizens 
started calling her all kinds of names when the photos surfaced. Each word 
hurt her deeply. Andrea was horrified at the sight of people calling her a slut 
and a whore. She was scared, and she tried to contact Bella. However, she 
was unreachable. 

The incident festered, and the movie crews who had worked with her 
previously ended up taking her off the shows. The directors from unaired 
dramas and agencies even asked her to compensate them for liquidated 
damages. 

It was also at this time that Bella was officially announced to play the role that 
Andrea had previously auditioned for. Andrea watched the news in dismay. 
She immediately chose to call the police after finally connecting the dots. 

The police brought the person who sexually assaulted her in for an 
investigation, but the other party insisted that the two had a one-night stand. 
Since the incident happened quite a while now, traces of rape could not be 
found on Andrea’s body anymore. The staff at the hotel also mentioned that 
she was conscious when the two went into a room together. Thus, there was 
no solid evidence to prove that Andrea was sexually assaulted. So, she could 
not build a case. 



Her rapist even spread rumors about what had happened that night on the 
internet. Andrea was on the verge of breaking down, and her family members 
finally noticed that something was wrong with her. They took her back to their 
hometown to recuperate, and her mental health gradually improved. 

One day, Andrea decided to tell her brother about the evil she had 
encountered. Her older brother was shocked and heartbroken when he heard 
the news. He went to settle the score with Bella without anyone knowing and 
never returned. 

Andrea’s brother died trying to avenge her. Her family was left in tatters while 
Bella made a name for herself. Andrea could not accept this outcome and 
wanted to leave the world behind. She left a farewell message to her parents 
and fans, and her last line read, “I am off to see my brother.” 

The suicide note arguably added new evidence to the matter, but Bella’s fans 
were still stubborn. They claimed that the document was forged and stated 
that Andrea would have published it before her death if it was real. They also 
said that someone was trying to use this to cover up the fact that Stella 
pushed Bella down the stairs. 

But soon, Andrea’s fans posted her signature to prove that the handwriting on 
the suicide note was hers. 

Then, one of Bella’s previous fans came out to say her piece. “I was the first 
few people to follow Bella. Before Bella’s accident, she and Andrea frequently 
interacted with each other. Andrea often visited her workplace to give her 
food. Bella’s old fans would know how close they were. All of us expected 
them to reach the top hand in hand, but shortly after Andrea’s private photos 
were leaked, Bella took over her role in one of her dramas. I felt disturbed by 
this at the time. When Andrea was being called names on the internet, Bella 
did not stand up for her at all, not even when she passed away. I could not 
believe it, so I decided to leave the fandom. Now, it seems like I made the 
right choice. She’s such a shitty person.” 

As expected, Bella’s followers were not happy about that comment and tried 
to attack her verbally. However, the former fan did not back down. “So what if 
I’m shitting on her? Why should I provide any evidence to prove that I was 
once her follower? Don’t I have the right to speak about her? 

I don’t see Bella defending herself in the comments. Why the hell do you guys 
care?” 



The former fan then posted pictures of all the magazines and posters of Bella 
she collected during the early years.” 

Seeing that you guys love her so much, I’m willing to sell my collection for 50 
thousand dollars.” 

After seeing all the merchandise, people recognized that the person was 
Bella’s number one fan. The former fan had managed Bella’s fan group when 
the celebrity had not blown up yet. She ran around and took various paparazzi 
photos of Bella during the early years. However, she suddenly disappeared 
from the face of the earth after Bella became famous. 

Bella’s fans then started to believe the former fan because they knew that she 
had a lot of contact with their idol and was aware of what kind of person she 
was in private. 

 


